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JavaServer Faces promises to bring rapid user-interface development to server-side Java. It allows developers to painlessly write server-side applications without worrying about the complexities of dealing with browsers and Web servers. It also automates low-level, boring details like control flow and moving code between web forms and business logic.

JavaServer Faces was designed to support drag and drop development of server-side applications, but you can also think of it as a conceptual layer on top of servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP). Experienced JSP developers will find that JavaServer Faces provides much of the plumbing that they currently have to implement by hand. If you already use a server-side framework such as Struts, you will find that JavaServers Faces uses a similar architecture, but is more flexible and extensible. JavaServer Faces also comes with server-side components and an event model, which are fundamentally similar to the same concepts in Swing.

JavaServer Faces is quickly becoming the standard Web-application framework. Core JavaServer Faces is the one book you need to master this powerful and time-saving technology.

Without assuming knowledge of JSP and servlets, Core JavaServer Faces:  

	
    shows how to build more robust applications and avoid tedious handcoding

    
	
    answers questions most developers don't even know to ask

    
	
    demonstrates how to use JSF with Tiles to build consistent user interfaces automatically

    
	
    provides hints, tips, and explicit "how-to" information that allows you to quickly become more productive

    
	
    explains how to integrate JSF with databases, use directory services, wireless apps, and Web services

    
	
    teaches best practices and good habits like using style sheets and message bundles

    
	
    covers all of the JSF tags and how to create new tag libraries
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Design and Analysis of Approximation Algorithms (Springer Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2014

	Unlike other books on theoretical computer science, this textbook organizes approximation algorithms into chapters based on the design techniques for the algorithms. This allows the reader to study approximation algorithms of the same nature together.
...
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Droid X: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	What gives you high-speed Internet access, runs thousands of
	apps, lets you take high-resolution photos and HD videos (and
	play them on a T V as well), gives you immediate access to information
	about all your friends, family, and contacts, handles any email
	you can throw at it, is a wizard at Facebook and other social networking...
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Cics Performance Monitor Release 2 (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook updates the CICS PM Release 1 Redbook with enhancements that come with Release 2. Historical data capture is added, as well as additional functionality in the GUI. We also look at the enhancements of the underlying Web User Interface region. This book is intended primarily for CICS Transaction Server V2.2 customers who plan to...
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Mac OS X, iPod, and iPhone Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2008
This book and companion DVD provide digital forensic investigators, security professionals, and law enforcement with all of the information, tools, and utilities required to conduct forensic investigations of computers running any variant of the Macintosh OS X operating system, as well as the almost ubiquitous iPod and iPhone. Digital forensic...
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VB.NET: A Laboratory CourseJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2002
VB.NET: A Laboratory Course teaches the reader how to program in Visual Basic from an object-oriented viewpoint, which is important becuase of the object-oriented flavor of VB.NET. The emphasis of this book is not on the fancy users interface tricks you can perform with VB.NET, but on the fundamentals of writing correct and efficient VB programs....
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Negotiating For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	New info on phone, online, and international negotiations


	Get what you want in business and in life with top negotiation tactics


	Need to know how to negotiate? This fun, practical guide offers expert advice on communicating clearly and effectively in everyday situations — from...
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